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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)

NEW RELEASES FROM THE FOREMOST FIGURE MANUFACTURERS
CHINESE INFANTRY
Chi 1 Chinese Infantry Spearman
Chi 2 Chinese Light Archer
Chi 3 Chinese Heavy Infantryman with

Sword and Shield
Chi 4 Chlneso Light Infantryman with

Sword (Leather Armour)
Chi 5 Chinese Foot Officer or Dismounted

Cavalry with Sword
Chi 6 Chineso Infantry Standard Bearer
CHINESE CAVALRY
ChiC 1 Chinese Heavy Cavalry Lancer
ChiC 2 Chinese Cavalryman with Sword
ChiC 3 Chinese Light Cavalry with Sword

and Shield
ChiC 4 Chinese Light Horse Archer

FOOT 6!p

RIDER 71P
HORSE lOp

GUNS 25p

Postage Extra

In conjunction with

HUNDRED YEARS WAR—CRECY
PERIOD—1300-1350 INFANTRY
H.Y.C. 1 Genoese Crossbowman
H.Y.C. 2 Armoured Infantryman with Axe
H.Y.C. 3 Armoured Infantryman with

Spear
H.Y.C. 4 Armoured Infantryman with

Sword and Shield
H.Y.C. 5 Armoured Infantryman with

Mace and Shield
H.Y.C. 6 English Longbowman
HUNDRED YEARS WAR—CRECY
PERIOD—1300-1350 CAVALRY
H.Y.C.C. 1 Knight with Mace and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 2 Knight with Sword and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 3 Knight with Lance and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 4 Knight with Battleaxe and

Shield

MINIATURE BUILDINGS
a subsidiary of MINIFIGS

DESIGNED FOR WARGAMERS AND MODEL RAILWAY LAYOUTS — OO SCALF
FULLY DETAILED DOORS. WINDOWS, etc.. on plastic shoot. CUTOUT ANDGLUETOGETHERIN A JIFFY

AUTHENTIC PERIOD BUILDINGS —33p per sheet (Two buildingson most sheets)
Shoot 1 English Medieval Stone Town House
Sheet 2 Large TwoStoroy House or Pub and Small Country House
Sheet3 Country Converted Rectory to Merchant's House and Small Village House
Sheet 4 Thatchod Torraco Cottages with Walled Gardens and outside "loo''
Sheet 5 TwoStoroy House with Stables and Horse Trough

OBTAINABLE THROUGH MINIFIGS RETAILERS ONLY— MORE DETAILS NEXT MONTH

BUY BRITISH

BUY MINIFIGS

lRn«£/,AMETu^.^.m^S«5.f?.?M ™E FIRM THAT GIVES G00D SERVICE. GOOD VALUE ANDJ^.??VJ ALL THE F|GURES YOU WANT IN ACCURATE SCALE. CATALOGUE 25p

FIGURE PRICE LIST
Infantry avip

15 mm Strip I0p

POSTAGE * PACKING
Up 10 CI

3Sp

SPonomLeoJ, P°°R WAN S MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOWT POPULAR SCALE - 25 mm. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973. IN OUR 5 mm. NEW 15 mm
THE EVER-INCREASING 25 mm AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED
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EDITORIAL

In this and recent issues of the

Newsletter there has been considerable

discussion and criticism of the contents

and standard of the magazine which one
reader claims is ".... a poor 3hadow of
its former self."

This is odd because I believe that over the past twelve months Wargamer's News
letter ha3 been better than ever before in its range of contents, its choice and
presentation of features and its general contribution to the hobby. For readers to
claim that old Newsletters are far more interesting than todays indicates that they
are blinded by nostalgia and self-delusion. From the point of view of content, com
pare the numbers of articles and features in todays Newsletter with a comparable
copy of three or four years ago - remarking at the same time that an addition of
four pages have been added to Newsletters this year so that the advertising (which
is the financial life-blood of the magazine) does not reduce the volume of articles
and features.

So far as the standard of articles is concerned, this is entirely up to the sub
scribers themselves and for readers to take me to task for not obtaining articles
from Charles Grant, Tony Bath, Philip Barker and Don Houghton, is ridiculous because
the first three are now writing professionally whilst the latter is a highly paid
television writer and producer.

It might be unpalatable to read but I am inclined to believe that much of the
fault lies with the readers and not in the magazine. In my experience, wargamers in
the mass are an odd bunch who rush into the hobby at a youthful stage of their lives,
read a few military books and then consider themselves experts in all facets of the
Art of War throughout the ages. Generally intolerant of all views, opinions and
rules other than their own, many of them have an ultra-sharp sense of values which
correspondingly tempers their demands on figure makers, publishers and writers so
that they tire and discard more easily than most.

It is probably rather unique for.an editor to make a general attack on his
readers and there are those who will know that I am not referring to them personally
(I am 3ure that many of you who will be aware of that fact). To you I offer my re
grets and apologies. This magazine has been published for nearly twelve years at
considerable personal cost in time, effort and money - its financial return is
absolutely minimal compared with that received from corresponding amounts of time
spent at writing books and running my clinic. It would be pleasant if one could
sense some more general appreciation and acknowledgment of that sense of duty which
has persuaded me to arduously "3oldier-on" with this magazine for so many years.

Subscription Hates:

Advertising Rates:

DON FEATHBRSTONE

£2.30p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.45p; #6.50 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 20p (55c U.S.A.).

Full Page - £6.60p (#17.00).
Half Page - £3.50p (#8.50).
Quarter Page - £1.65p (#4.25).
Eighth Page - .83p (#2.15).

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

Subscriber Adrian J. Roberts has como up with
a great idea when he says "Why not have a Problem
Corner?" Each month a reader's query can be print
ed and answered by other readers - but do not send
intricate questions on uniform details or obscure
formations, let us have items of both general value
and interest. Adrian has supplied the first query
and readers are invited to send in their solution

to his problem. They are also invited to send in
their own queries.

"Real horses have a "sheen" on their coats, but matt paints make model horses
too dull, and gloss paints give an unnatural shine. Several experiments have proved
failures, and I would be glad of advice - the solution may be very simple, but I have
not worked it out yet! I hope that you or a reader can suggest an answer in the
Newsletter."

00O00

Artillery is more necessary for cavalry than for infantry, since cavalry cannot
return fire, nor fight except with ssbre. It is to supply this deficiency that
horse artillery have been created. Cavalry should always have its batteries with it,
whether attacking, remaining in position, or rallying.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

00O00—-

HINT OF THE MONTH

by

John Dunmall

For the mediaevalist3 among us: A single ply of twin-ply soft toilet tissue,
cut to shape and given a finger-applied coating of "Solderlene" or similar to both
surfaces, then "Uhu"-ed to the appropriate horse, makes a very realistic looking horse
cloth when painted, since the tissue gives a fabric-like graininess, and is capable of
being folded to the appearance of flapping cloth before the Solderlene hardens. This
is also useful in adding cloaks, long sleeves, etc., to the riders (when dry the
tissue sets rock hard).

00O00

RULE OF THE MONTH

by

R.Treeborn

A unit's ability to take prisoners, even as a percentage of casualties from a
battle, is rarely considered. I have therefore devised the following modifications
that appear reasonable when used in conjunction with the wargames morale chart of the
Civil War, as published in "Advanced Wargames".

If the total from the chart is as follows 5, 6 - Morale good.
2, 3, 4 - V/ithdraw £ move face enemy.

If involved in a melee then the unit withdraws \ move leaving 3 men as prisoners -
their 'nerve' having broken. By throwing a 6 on a dice an officer is included in
this number. If the unit is advancing it cannot advance the next move and the morale
must be tested.

-3-1 - Routed retreat 1 move with
backs to enemy. In a melee J the unit surrenders and the other h routs. Dice re
presenting the officers are thrown and those showing 5 or 6 indicate that the officer
has surrendered. A unit advancing withdraws and cannot move until a good morale
throw.

-4 - Unit quits battles at once.

In a melee the whole unit surrenders.



Quest Writer of the Month.
- BRUCE CUARRIE

ARTILLERY IN NAPOLEONIC WARGAMBS

(Bruce is a "thinking" and highly intelligent wargamer with considerable
practical experience of fighting in many periods, including World War II with 1:300
scale tanks. He is the editor of Airfix Magazine and has very efficiently handled
the publication (for Patrick Stephens) of my latest book TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE).

As an ardent Napoleonic enthusia t, one of the things which distresses me great
ly in many games is the misuse of artillery. Most people seem to have very little
idea of how to deploy their guns correctly, and apart from sticking them on top of a
convenient hill when this is available, appear to have no idea of what else to do
with their guns. This is foolhardy, since correctly positioned artillery can win a
battle.

Most modern sets of rules allow for the different calibres and types of gun in
use during the Napoleonic wars, with their appropriate ranges and destructive effect,
although many still lump all guns under two categories, 'horse' and 'foot'. This is
really inadequate, but the main principles are the same. Similarly, most modern
rules allow a generous 'saving' effect for the fact that a gun battery is effectively
in open order when in action, and a comparable destructive effect for the fact that
it is virtually in close order when limbered and on the move. (Horse artillery
should not be so drastically affected by this though, which is a point often missed).

This brings me to m.v first point regarding artillery tactics, which is: flet
your ^uns into action at the earliest possible moment. It is no good sending a
couple of batteries Hairing off across the table towards a likely-looking hill - they
will either be shot to pieces getting there, cut up by cavalry or arrive too late to
be effective. This is particularly pertinent to 'foot' artillery (12, 9 and 8 pdrs,
8, 6 and 5.5 inch howitzers) although again a certain amount of leeway must be
allowed for 'horse' artillery (3, 4 and 6 pdrs) who need to get in close in order
to be effective.

If the battle is of the 'set piece' type, then all foot artillery should be
positioned at the beginning of the battle, with horse artillery as close to their
designated positions as possible. If it is an 'encounter' type battle, with units
arriving on the table piecemeal, then the artillery, well-supported by shielding
cavalry, should be right up in the van (the cavalry are important since limbered
guns are virtually defenceless a-ainst, for example, a party of fast-moving Cossacks).

The second vital point in artillery tactics is concentration. Now don't get me
wrong - this doesn't mean that you have to group all your guns together in one 'grand
battery' (although this does work given the right terrain). What it does mean is
thst every gun on the table should be able to converge its fire onto the same target
as at least one other gun, and preferably all guns should have interlocking fire.
Thus it is important, when placing guns, to avoid screening them off (for example,
by placing them at one side of a hill or wood where their angle of fire is restrict
ed). Sometimes it is impossible to avoid this, but it should be attempted wherever
possible even though in some cases the immediate field of fire offered is not so
attractive - don't forget that the enemy is not static, and that battlefield situa
tions can change dramatically!

A 'grand battery' of, say two 12 pounders, strategically placed on top of a hill
where they can sweep the whole table with fire, is not a bad idea at all. But don't
forget that unless they are supported, preferably with cavalry, they can fairly
easily be taken in flank since it takes at least a full move to traverse a battery.
(Most rules allow a 30 to 45 degree traverse either side of the barrel-line without
penalty, but this is no use against a regiment of light cavalry sweeping in from a
flank).

Which raises another point: mutual support. The first two criteria are para
mount, but if it can be achieved without compromising either of them, then guns

should always be positioned so as to be able to give covering fire to each others'



flanks, in the same way as musket fire is concentrated from a group of infantry
squares. The diagram makes this clear I think.

-^ s-7

Note that here the full effect of all four guns .can be-concontrated on the
enemy's centre, that of at least two guns on each flank, while the flanks of the
central battery are both protected by the other two guns on the left and -right flank
of the table.

The -next point that many people appear to miss is that guns are primarily
offensive weapons, not defensive. A -un hidden away on a flank may well secure that
flank in an emergency, butwho is to guarantee that that is where the enemy will
attack?. Guns placed with wide fields of interlocking fire are-a far superior safe
guard, and also allow you to concentrate your fire on the point in the enemy's lines
where your assault is going in; And an infantry or cavalry unit which has suffered
heavily from artillery fire before a melee is almost-certainly doomed. Which brings
up the next point: choice of target. In general, counter-battery fire, must be the
prime purpose of.your artillery, and here the concept of converging lines of fire is
of the greatest importance. If you can bring the concentrated fire from three or
four guns onto one enemy battery, that battery is going to be'knocked to pieces in
very short order! The combined firepower can then be switched to another battery,
and so on. This is far more, effective than firing one gun at one enemy gun all down
the line, since you will suffer just as much as he does. By .converging fire, it is
possible to knock out an enemy's entire artillery with the loss of only one or two of
your own guns - and without artillery, he is beaten.

However, don't let your enthusiasm for counter-battery fire get out of hand. A
far mor« attractive target than a deployed gun is a column of cavalry, especially
since cavalry units are usually smaller than infantry,- and it is proportionately
easier to knock out ten per cent, a quarter or whatever your morale rules demand for
a test. In fact, never neglect a cavalry target, even at extreme range. Even more
attractive, of course, is a limbered-up gun, for then you can really knock holes in
your enemy's artillery without.suffering in return (which brings us back to the first
point - the importance of getting your artillery into action at the earliest possible
moment).

The third target, of course, is a column of infantry at close range, when you
can pour canister fire into their ranks, but generally the infantry are best left
alone until they d£ get close - the casualties at long range will not deter a deter
mined 'assault, and there are usually better targets.

And that, in a nutshell, is it. There are refinements, obviously, which should
suggest themselves when you look at your next battlefield. Just remember the main
points:

1. Get unlimbered quickly.
2. Position guns so they can support each other and their fire interlocks.
3. Try to knock out your opponent's artillery by concentrated fire first of all.

In the 18th century, because of the extensive training required to produce a
professional army, soldiers were considered to be extremely valuable and battles in
which they might be lost were avoided rather than sought. By means of such formali
ties as the Honours of War, defeated armies could surrender yet be permitted to march
off with their arms and colours flying. Herein lies great scope for using this
method in wargames campaigns.



amor
mecal miniatures

presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French, Prussian,Austrian, Russian.Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry I4p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



THOUGHTS ON CONSIDERING RULES FOR

ANCIENT NAVAL WARFARE

by

Keith H.Hamilton-Smith

Weather:

Accurate course and station keeping
could only be held in calm sea. The
slightest chop will start to produce gaps
in lines. Disabled ships would be inclin
ed to founder in strong breeze and lee
shores become dangerous. 50 to 755^ losses
could be expected in heavy weather with
the larger more unwieldy vessels being more
likely to founder.

Vessels under sail:

The art of tacking was known to Greek sailors and probably learnt from the
Phoenicians who also knew the art of navigation. Greek and Carthaginian navigator/
helmsmen were employed by the Romans and after the Punic Wars Southern Italy supplied
the seamen of Rome. Agrippa's crews were Dalmatian who were traditionally seamen.

On changing tack, vessels would probably not have crossed the wind but would
have worn ship as they would not be able to point high into the wind. Fastest point
of sailing would be with the wind slightly abaft the beam.

Anchors:

Older stone anchors probably very ineffectual but need not be considered after
the Assyrian period when they probably began to be replaced by grapple type. Ref:
St. Paul's voyage Acts 27-28. Possible knowledge of sea anchors which would reduce
drift. Ground anchors only of use off-shore and would have dragged in heavy weather.
Anchored ships swing to face tide and wind.

Turning circles:

Effect of rudders would not be spontaneous and would take 90 to 180° before
reaching minimum turning circle. Reduction in speed with turning. Circle increases
with length and speed. Minimum circle under way probably 2jt ship lengths. Oared
vessels would almost be able to turn in their own length at zero speed under oars.
Oar turning at speed by backing or change of oar-beat probably not possible.

Grapplin;;:

Grappling irons uBed and thrown by hand from 1500 B.C. Harpoon type grapple
used from ballista by Agrippa 31 B.C. Grappling with corvus only used during early
Punic Wars as apparent change in tactics made this weapon obsolete. Latter should
only be taken into account when enemy attacks to pass bow. Weapon should be checked
to ensure readiness to operate.

Boarding:

Boarding made over bow and stern on earlier gallies; after Salamis boarding
could take place via the covered outriggers. Questionable if boarding planks really
required but may have been used with heavier troops on board. Boarding slows battle
and game and would only be used where capture of ships is required. Best naval
tactics are to encourage captains to disable as many enemy as possible and reduce
fighting capability at range. Boarding should take place with minimum time and crew
against a demoralised enemy with the intention of capturing the vessel for future
use or prize. This princ.-.pal holds throughout naval history where equal ship board
ing as a main tactic only gives a 50$ success rate. It might be the correct tactic
where heavy crowed vessels attack lighter vessels but in this case they must be
caught. It should be remembered that the tactic of boarding contributed to the
Persian defeat at Salamis, gave no definite result in the Punic Wars, became outmoded

when Agrippa learnt to use the lighter liburnia against heavy quads' and quinqus".
A close parallel in the tactics of both opponents can be drawn between Actium and
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the Armada where in both cases large ships using defensive tactics lost to light swift
vessels who attacked at range.

Weapons;

All normal close range weapons used on boarding. Javelins, archers and slingers
on closing ranges. Ballista and slings at range.

Factors governing accuracy of range shootingare sea-state, size and 3peed of
target. Missile weapons have a minimum useful range with a steep increase in effi
ciency to short and short-medium range, with a slower fall off in efficiency, to long
maximum range. Long seaborne ranges would be decreased on those for the same weapon
used on land. A possible drop in weapon range efficiency for combined weapon effi
ciency occurred between the hand-held missile weapon long range and peak effective
ran^e for missile engines. This is the effect of minimum sight depression that ship
designers have always tried to avoid and seamen use to full advantage.

The greatest danger to, and most effective weapon against the wooden ship is
fire. At Actium thrown fire and fire ships were used to full advantage.

Quote: "FIGHTING SHIPS" by Richard Hough (p.23) - "'The assailants coming
from many sides,' records Dio Cassius, 'shot blazing missiles and with engines threw
pots of flaming charcoal and pitch. The defenders tried to ward off these fiery
projectiles and when one lodged it was quenched with drinking water. When that was
gone, they dipped up sea water, but as their buckets were small and few and half-
filled they were not always successful. They smothered the fires with their mantles
and even with corpses. They hacked off burning parts of the ships and tried to
grapple hostile ships to escape into them. Many were burnt alive or jumped overboard
or killed each other to avoid the flames.'"

Note: Page 22 of this book - artemon is a bowsprit-1ike foremast and he should
have written corvus which he is describing.

Tactics:

Naval formations similar to land formations. Ships usually fought in three
squadrons, left, right and centre. Attack formations in line abreast, each line
across the squadron front forming an attacking wave. A squadron of 200 ships three
lines deep would have a squadron front of 5«100 ft and depth of 750 ft, using average
length of ship of 150 ft. Dangers in use of large squadrons are confined waters, bad
station keeping, lack of manoeuvrability in turns, etc., danger of bunching on flank
attacks as with the Persians at Salamis. A squadron can only be as fast as its slow
est ship.

Oar shearing. A manoeuvre requiring well trained rowers as one's own oars have
to be withdrawn at the last possible moment as one turns to pass close down the
enemys side to take his bonk of oars. P.ort of the manoeuvre would be to try to fool
the enemy that one was passing clear. To simulate this, both attacking and defending
vessels must have a chance at withdrawing oars or shearing oars with an advantage to
the attacking vessel. This manoeuvre would normally be the first close range pass.
If an attacking vessel has its oars sheared in the attack it would tend to come to a
halt in a straight line where as an -attacked vessel would tend to turn away from its
attacker under the impetus of its undamaged oars and might turn into or damage other
ships in its own squadron. The effect of shearing oars would be that the 3lave row
ers deck v/ould be put into chaos, many of the rowers being killed and injured as
their oars are wrenched from their hands, splintered against internal obstructions
which they v/ould, in turn, damage. On shearing, up to 50'"-- of the propulsive power
of the vessel would be lost and onto this must be added the fact that on the more

sophisticated ships many oar ports would have been damaged beyond repair and further
reduce the performance if oars were transferred from one side of the vessel to the
other. The damage effect on a vessel due to shearing would depend on the maximum
damage on triremes and above; the quality of the rowers and the amount of oars that
they could bring inboard and save from shearing; the combined speeds of the vessels
at time of shear; damage to and from other vessels whilst being out of control after
shearing and a time factor to clear damage and proceed under way. Damage would vary
from nil with an unsuccessful attack to a maximum from the shearing attack alone
where the vessel could not be propelled by oars.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 College Square North, BelfastDTI MS Telephone: "BELFAST43699

WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Die Cast Metal Waterline Models

Tri-anp Minic Ships: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repeated prices

Cruiser H.M.S. Superb - Jjip Vigilant Class Frigates - 12ip
Battle Class Destroyers - 12§p Whitby Class Frigates - 12?;P
Daring Class Destroyers - 12£p Ton Class Minesweepers - 7*p

Post and I-acking 2ip per item. Over £5 Post Free. S.A.E. for list of Ships and Harbour
Ins tallations.

Napoleonic MABGAMES FIGURES by S.S.G.C.Ii.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct anatom
ical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm scale. Make
a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7ib each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 20p each. Cavalry
Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE.
HAIL ORDER DBPT., LOWER BALLOO ROAD, GROCMSPORT, Co.DOWN 3T19 2LU.

4 . Telephone: GROOMSPORT 387

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.
"WARGAMES" - £1.90p. (06.00).
"NAVAL WARGAMES" - £1.65p. (#5.75).
"AIR WARGAMES" - £1.65p. (05.75).
"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - £2.40p. (07.00).
"WABGAME CAMPAIGNS" - £1.90p. (06.00).
"WARGAMS5 THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD" - £3.00p. (08.00).
"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - £2.50p. (07.25).
"SOLO WARGAMING" - £2.60p. (08.00).
"POITIERS 1356" - £1.10p. (03.00).
"MILITARY MODELLIHG" - £2.05p. (06.10).
"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - 85p. (03.00).
"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (05.75).
"MACDONALD OF THE 42nd" - £3.20p. (08.50).
"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918" - L.Richards. £1.65p. (05.75).
A Series of handbooks dealing with war^aming:

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5». Holes for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for
early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for I944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Bik4 and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50c) or the set of 9 for £1.50p (04.00) including postage.
"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - 55p. (02.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.



COUNSELS OF WAR. 9
IS IT A GAME OR' A FIGHT?

Robert William Jones

I was recently browsing through Fights, Games and Debates, a book by the mathe
matician Anatol Rappoport, when I ran across the following quote:

"The recurring theme in the German accounts of the first months of the war was
that the Russians simply did not know they were beaten. This to the German military,
who still thought mainly in terms of gamelike characteristics of war (they too were
to change their minds shortly), was a gross immorality, an affront, like that left
by a chess player when his clearly beaten opponent refuses to concede. This attitude
can be and usually is rationalised by the party that considers itself victorious: It
is immoral to shed blood "uselessly", that is, without a strategic advantage. The
Russians did not feel this way. For them the war was not a game but a fight, com
pletely dominated by an all consuming hatred of \.he enemy

Still, when the Russians found themselves in a winning position at Stalingrad,
they too used the "useless bloodshed" gambit. The German lines were deluged with
pamphlets, on which the Russian and German positions were outlined on a map, and a
reasoned military argument was offered to the effect that the German position waB
hopeless. In other words, when they were winning the Russian spoke the game language
of war - the common language of all military men, to all of whom maps have the same
meaning and all of whom are expected to make similar decisions on the basis of
similar evidence." (pp.149-50).

It struck me that this has application to wargamers and their continual tiffs
over rules. Could it be that the above idea can be extended to wargame arguments?

Players that are winning tend to quote the rules of the game and demand that they be
applied as written. They, in effect, are following the "game" theory of war, which,
since W8rgaraes are games, i3 probably correct. Those players that are losing tend

to find this hard to accept and want to turn the game into a fight - the easiest way
to do this short of fisticuffs is to make reference to some historical fight, quote
an historical exception. t

The judgement many people develop as to a set reality has a great involvement
as to whether their Imperial Guard or heavy cavalry has just been decimated! We are
all subject to the rules of the game we are playing and seldom do we hear of the
obscure incident of the umpteenth Foot holding out against 20-1 odds as they crossed
a stream until that unit is being ridden over on the table-top! We must use History
to write our rules, but could it be that historical citations while a game is in
progress is a sure sign of a loser? If so, we could shorten many games by declaring
that the first player to cite some historical exception to the games rules while the
game is in progress immediately loses the game!

When we write rules we take the specifics of History to write generalised rules
which reflect the average truth. Once this has been done to our satisfaction, it
makes absolutely no sense to revert to some "maverick" odd, historical happening to
judge the reality of a table-top situatioh. If the Umpteenth Foot never routed in
History perhaps it is because it never found itself so poorly led as to be caught
in such an impossible situation as it now finds itself on the table-top!

Specific Historical citations during the play of a game are indeed for losers!

00O00
v

BOOK REVIEWS - Continued from Page 25.

In the August edition of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER I made a classical boob on page
26 when reviewing the book "THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR" by R.Potter and G.A.Embleton, say
ing that the authors had a success with a book on The Siege of Basing House. Jutlfi-
ably, I have received an indignant letter from WILF EMBERTON who points out that it
.was he who wrote the book "LOVE LOYALTY; The Close and Perilous Siege of Basing
House". Of course, I confused the two snd would say in mitigation that this book of
W.J.Emberton F.R.G.S., A.R.Hist.S., of 13 Park Lane, Old Basing, Basingstoke, Hamp
shire, is an authoritive work on this fascinating siege and one strongly recommended
to all wargamers fighting in the English Civil War period.
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BOYS - WE'RE PULLING

OUT & HEADING WESTS
Pastures new, boys! Get them mules hitched. Get this outfit
rolling. Time we shook the dust of Bristol out of our boots. Come

October, we re-locate and this here's Long Haired STEVE CURTIS's
new address:

\

Botoi.e Knife

"THE LAZY B",

13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD,
WATCHET, TA23 0HR,

SOMERSET.

<n
(5r«n Rii*.r Knije

Back in '66 when we were fighting Red Cloud at the Box Wagon Fight on the old
Bozeman Trail - where were you? You could have been there, giving them red
devils hell. So why not buy a set of our -

WESTERN GUNFIGHT
RULES Spencer 1863

and re-live them stirring times ?

It's 1879, the edge of Zululand, the mission at Rorke's Drift. There you are a
tired, harrassed Sergeant You've barricaded the buildings and yard, even arm
ed the wounded. Nothing's moving out there. It's too quiet The men are tense.
Suddenly, not 300 yards away, line after line of naked Zulus, cowhide shields
to the fore, have risen out of the ground. Try our COLONIAL SKIRMISH RULES
and relive the colourful skirmishes of Victoria's glorious Empire!
First come, first served. One mint copy of Strategy & Tactics magazine contain
ing an article "The Ardennes Offensive" and another "Caporetto" (the Austro-Ger-
man offensive in Italy, 1917)also contains a complete boardgame "Scrimmage"
Price £1 including postage.
All the above are available now from: SKIRMISH WARGAMES,
STEVE CURTIS, "The Lazy B", 13 St. Decuman's Rd, WATCHET TA23 OHR,
Somerset, England.

The Western Gunfight Rules, price 50p (#5-50, inc. airmail to USA).
The Colonial Skirmish Rules, price £1 (#5-50, inc. airmail to USA).

20-sided Percentage. Dice (for use with the Colonial Rules) price 30p (#2-60).
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AN ANCIENT BATTLE UNDER RESEARCH GROUP RULES

by

Harold Gerry

This game shows some of the merits of the Research Group Rules. It lasted about
2;, hours, involved 1,150 points ia side, on a ?' x 41 table, and went very smoothly
apart from a halt whilst we all searched through the rules to see what engine crews
did in melees - a new situation in our area. The river was crossable everywhere, but
only disordering at the deeper sections shaded on the map. The hills were low and non-
„iSOuferinC' The riVer VaS warded as having Blight slopes at each bank, giving a
fighting downhill" advantage. The Greek army on the South bank can be assumed to be
a detachment from Pyrrhus•s army (about 280 BC), facing a mixed army of Romans and
allies, hired and ,:enume. On the Roman side, the infantry was in blocks of 20 to 24
figures throughout, whereas the Greeks had two battalions of 40 and 48 r-ikemen suppor
ted and screened by quite small groups of light infantry and Peltasts, ranging from 9
to 15 figures each. These light infantry units were each allotted to screen and
support the heavy cavalry, close-order infantry, and the three elephants. On both
sides, cavalry was in groups of about 12 figures, except thot the C. in C's bodyguard
forming the Roman reserve was much smaller.

The Romans set out their troops expecting the elephants and phalanx to attack
iairly centrnlly. The Greeks put the elephants on the safe extreme right of the
massive right wing of their line, and had a left wing consisting of only cavalry and
u?t\3, ??ers* The Romans then issued orders to hold the river line with their left
whilst delivering a huge right hook with their faster troops. The Greeks decided on
a quick rush at the Roman infantry facing the phalanx, hoping to destroy that port

of the Roman ormy completely before the Roman right swung round. But it was essential
not to alarm the Roman coumander too soon, so the Greek left was ordered to move for
ward at first to make a great show of disputing the river crossings round about the
wood, and the Peltasts moved over as if in support. The Romans sent all five rirht-
wmg units to th crossings to each side of the river fork, two taking the long way
Denmd the wood, ihe medium-infantry pikemen and their supports reached the river
side at the end of the second game move as the Roman right hook got well under way.
ihen a pre-arranged signal brought the Peltasts back to the centre to guard the
phalanx rear, and on the next move a further signal ordered the Greek left wing to
fall back on the main body as well, as it was obvious that the Roman left was about
to be driven from the field. This would have been a dangerous thing to attempt with

selvef^ThrS.W^v'Hr188*^11* re£UlarS °an ^BlySe'"relied on to behave them-,llll a f Sht 0avalry were in fact °aueht before they could get quite
ene^y unlj^ogrL'sV" ^ f±eld* ^ ^ "" '" "» *"* ^^ dela^d two
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In the centre, one Roman cohort cracked at the first impact but the other held
the North bank stoutly and drove back a pike battalion twice, almost routing it,
before at last routing. The slingers had meanwhile been routed by the javelin light
infantry screening the elephants. This left the Roman General and his elite heavy
cavalry bodyguard facing two victorious pike battalions and with three light infan
try units circling behind him throwing javelins. Despite his presence, the heavy
cavalry decided that things were downright unhealthy, and retired disorganised along
the North bank.

So that was it. The Greeks ineptly left their slingers too far forward and they
were wiped out by two cavalry units, but this episode only weakened the hitherto
successful Roman right wing, as the cavalry were too near the Greek peltasts, who
charged and routed them back along the South bank. The Greeks were now established
in force on the N0rth bank, in the original position occupied by the Roman left! They
had, lost two units to the Romans' four, and were in a virtually unattackable position.
(3 of the Roman war engines had been overrun).

Bob O'Brien once wrote that with these rules "it is initial disposition of troops
and initial orders which win, every time." Well, exceptionally bad dice luck can
sometimes spoil this, but on the whole he was right, and if you like that sort of
game you should certainly give these rules a fair try. If you prefer a type of game
where you simply move units about as and where you like from one game move to another,
with no overall plan, then perhaps these rules are not for you. With many rule
systems, there would have been no crisis in the game just described. The Romans would
simply have brought unit after unit away from the right and fed them into the critical
left-centre. Stalemate. It seems a shame to neglect the problems of command and
overall planning which are so much of the fascination of battlefield tactics.

I sympathise with Jack Hutchings (May "Newsletter") over the trouble his group
had with the Research Group Ancient Rules. I think no-one would dispute that these
have always been difficult to interpret in places, and that if you visit different
parts of the country you will find that the locals all have their own interpretations

of doubtful passages. I know of one group who went over to using separate bound
.orders because they felt that otherwise there were too many arguments about the timing
of firing and moving. For example, shooting is "assumed to take place at any suitable
time within the period", so of course players were claiming to have reserved fire un
til the very end of a bound in order to fire at some particularly vulnerable target
even though the latter may only just have come into range or even into sight! And 30
forth.

But, on the credit side, the wide acceptance of these rules ought to make one try
and see their great merits. Their weapon factor system allowed the player to repre
sent the many differences between the huge number of Ancient fighting type3 and forma
tions, and the reaction or control system reproduced both the difficulties of unit
control in real life and also the satisfaction of out-thinking the opponent with a
better basic plan, as once your pre-game orders were written there wasn't a lot you
could do to alter things, there being no bound or game-move orders. Nor sre the

rules such as 3imply to -ive rigid or pre-calculated results, as has sometimes been
suggested, as dice play a very great part in the way the battles swing, when you get
down to individual unit level.

The solution to problems of interpretation is to consult with a new opponent
before a game regarding one or two points which are notoriously debatable. Try and
avoid getting well into a game before you find that the big attack you intended won't
work because the locals interpret a vital point in a different way. Again, before
using the rules for a local competition, go through them quickly to sort out diffi
culties. These can be worked out logically, but it takes a good deal of cross
checking between various sections of the rulebook. I know, because we are still at
it after 3 years of using them!

ooOoo---

Unless rules are heavily slsnted in favour of them it is likely that the British
Line, set out on a flat wargames table and initially assailed by artillery, will
break under a French column attack. The success of Wellington's line formation was
he did not position his men in open fields but behind the crests of ridges and hills
so that they did not take preliminary fire from tirailleurs or artillery. When
reached by the column they were unshaken and unbroken. Wellington's generalship was
such that the less resolute Dutch/Belgians were able, in line, to withstand French
attacks, at Waterloo.
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"If any wargamer, (eighteen years upwards) around the Watchet, Taunton, Minehead
area, would care to get in touch, maybe we could get together. My interests are
Chess, GO, boardgames, 54mm and 30mm Skirmish games, in particular the American
Frontier and Colonial periods. Being stuck in a wheelchair (with TJHTJ!) I don't get
to travel too far but fight most of my Skirmishes at home. Anyone interested, drop
me a line or give me a ring and I'll be happy to greet you amidst the chaos of
settling in!"

Steve Curtis, "The Lazy B", 13 St. Decuman's Road, Watchet, TA23 OHR, Somerset.

ooOoo

"Although I do not concur with a lot of what Jonathan Palfrey said, I do think
that the Newsletter haB become a shadow of its former self and has got into a bit of
a rut of late. Or maybe its just that almost everything has been said that could be
said about wargaming, the only new idea of recent months has been the personalised
wargame with a dozen or so figures.

I find the Newsletter fairly predictable these days - whatever happened to those
super articles by Tony Bath, Charles Grant and others? Have they all been tempted
away to the more commercial magazines to be replaced by articles (and battle reports
in particular) that are more like a''mediocre short story than the report of a wargame.
Battle reports in recent Newsletters have reached an all time low, with the authors,
in an effort to make them more interesting, resorting to dramatisation resulting in a
second rate story about a fictional battle. Lets face it, very few of us have the
ability to write convincingly in this vein. In my opinion the ideal battle report
should follow this recipe:

a. A brief description of the rules - movement, time scale, ground scale, scale
of figures to real troops etc.

b. Map and description of terrain.
c. Order of Battle of opposing forces.
d. Objectives.
e. Briefing of preceding events. (If it is part of a campaign).
f. Narrative - This should follow the style in the book "Wargames", and it is

useful to give reasons why such and such a unit moved to point X, because its not al
ways so aDparent. The narrative should be set out - Move 1 - Red Army - bla bla bla
Move 1 - Blue Army bla, bla, bla. It is so much easier to follow this way and it is
not necessary to include the tedious mechanics of the game.

g. Post Mortem - what went wrong, conclusions, etc.

Personally I would love to see reprints of some 'oldies' as-I have no doubt that
they would give as much pleasure now as they did when they first appeared. I often
read back numbers of the Newsletter (I've kept every copy for the last ten years) and
find the older the better. Other topics I would like to see are the tactics and
strategy of given periods, reconciled to the wargames table, with references to guide
to the sources used in preparing the art cle.

In all fairness, when criticising Wargamer's Newsletter it must be remembered,
that although the existence of the magazine is through the hard work of the Editor,
it is the readers who are responsible for almost all of the articles so it follows
that if those articles are not forthcoming then the Newsletter will inevitably reflect
that state of affairs.

"Must List" and book reviews are essential items in any magazine of this nature,
it is hardly fair to criticise the magazine on the grounds that you cannot afford the
wares reviewed, anyway what is wrong with the local Public Library if you are unable
to afford to buy the volume in question.

John Cook, HQ 3 Inf Bde, BFPO 801.

ooOoo

"I agree with you that J.P.R.Palfrey's letter was s bit over-pompous, but he had
something in that the Newsletter can sometimes get too 'chatty' for words. We like
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to hear about people's experiments and how their games went, but we are not very in
terested in the other details of their lives."

Peter Gouldesbrough of Edinburgh.

ooOoo

"I am on holiday at the moment and enjoying painting some Peter Laing Marlbnrians
and some Mini Figs, sitting besides my two sons painting their Civil War and Ancient
figures. My elder son has made some 15mm buildings and I have painted them.

As it has poured with rain for most of our first week you might expect impatience
and exasperation, but our mutual hobby and our forethought in bringing our paints with
us has given us hours of quiet pleasure.

In good measure the above anecdote is a reply to the letter of Jon.P.R.Palfrey
because it is the Newsletter that has kept us informed and interested from the basis
of the hobby and not sales, as the other "glossies" seem to angle their writing.

I do not know any wargamers - other than one or two schoolboy members of the
Basingstoke Club (I am a schoolmaster) but I enjoy reading "details of the possessions
and/or recent activities of various subscribers."

With any magazine "You pays your money and you takes your choice" and you also
take your chance because some numbers of your chosen magazine are not going to please
as much as others do. I stick to Wargamer's Newsletter because it mostly interests
me and it is honest and personal - both of which qualities take a bit of finding in
our present crowded world."

David Barnes of Basingstoke.

---00O00---

"I was going to write to say that I thought the standard of the Newsletter had
improved during the time I have been taking it. It would seem that Mr.Palfrey and I
have been reading different magazines. In a number of cases I think Mr. Palfrey has
completely missed the point. For example, in his attack on "Firing into the Brown"
he states that many of the incidents mentioned are useless because of their improb
ability. Improbable yes, but not impossible and so any set of rules wishing to be
realistic must make some allowance for such events. Why shouldn't the "thin red line"
stop the Russians on a wargames table - they did it in a real battle which is a damn
sight harder.

As for the 'isolated observations on tactics' etc which he finds of no use - well
if, for example, he finds Napoleonjs War Maxims of no use then he must be a general to
be feared and I find it hard to believe that such a general has fought no battles
worth reporting (of course the blame for this is laid on the shoulders of his foes).

Perhaps if I were in the enviable position of Mr.Palfrey ('those of U3 with
plenty of money to spend') I wouldn't be interested in figure conversion either. His
article made me see red! Keep up the good work."

Richard Gillard of Suffolk.

---ooOoo—-

• -,"1 ""SJJi1" t0 refute S0Be of the allegations made by J.P.R.Palfrey as his
niggling attitude got me bo annoyed that I bungled the painting of several figures
while brooding over his letter! 8

.„♦< ?! iS °2S natuxal,that individuals will have personal preference for the various
articles, and I certainly believe that some of the space could be better used, but at
talhTl ™! !j.lea8t.p* have some relevance to my own gaming, and every edition has
taught me something, widened my interests, or stimulated me to experiment and assess.

Moreover, Mr.Palfrey condemns himself by declaring that he has never'contributed
?xP„ • " *he N«w8letter will only reach fresh heights if subscribers write to you
with idess and suggestions. Mr.Palfrey also seems to regard the Newsletter as a "pro
fessional publication, which it is not and should not attempt to be. The slightly
amateurish facets of it (this is not meant to be derogatory) are, in an age of "glossy"
magazines, most appealing. I realise the tremendous amount of sheer sweat you must
put into the Newsletter, and those who merely complain (as distinct from suggesting
improvements) should either shut up or try to do better!"

Adrian J. Roberts of Radlett, Herts.
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"In a roundabout sort of way I think I agree with Mr.Palfrey's general thoughts.
Not as they apply to the Newsletter but in general - a feeling I have been getting
lately that everything is getting very commercial and very complicated. Gone are the
good old days when you felt most of the people in our hobby were a happy family and
you knew most of them by sight."

John NichollB of Purley, Surrey.

ooOoo

"I must reluctantly conclude that most of Mr.Palfrey's claims are justified, but
I certainly do not agree with his implication that the blame for the magazine's de
clining standards should be laid at your door however. Aa value for money, Wargamer'e
Newsletter surpasses anything else available. Any noticeable decline of quality will
not be the fault of its editor, rather the fault of its subscribers for they supply
most of the reading content.

Why then is not more useful material forthcoming? Might not our collective in
difference be due to the present day glut of wargaming figures, books and accessories?
Nowadays all our thinking is done for us. Perhaps if we had to use our own resources
more as did the old warhorses who spawned the wargaming revolution two decades and
more ago, we might give more time to the shaping and reshaping of wargames rules, for
this is what its really all about. Wargoming is still in its infancy despite its
veneer of sophistication, and I should hate to see it cut off in its prime through a
shortage of "second generation" enthusiasm.

Wargamer's Newsletter is sincere in outlook, and as a forum for new ideas, would
be ideal. Unfortunately those ideas seem to have stagnated a little, or perhaps new
comers to the hobby are a little too shy or overawed to come forward with suggestions.
Mr. Palfrey is not helping matters by cancelling his subscription, indeed I feel that
were he to overcome his present disillusion he may well have some constructive ideas
to offer the rest of us.

Let us hear from other stimulating or controversial writers more often, such as
Stephen Reed. Let u3 have features such as Mike Blake's contribution in the present
issue, taking the place of the "tedious autobiographical waffle" so aptly described
by Mr. Palfrey. In the meantime I should like to thank Mr.Palfrey for stirring my
lethargy sufficiently to write to you for the first time in three years. Come back
Mr. Palfrey. All is forgiven. Pay up your next years subscription and start writing.
The hobby needs people like you!"

J.E.Bennett of Potters Bar, Herts.

ooOoo

"First of all how much I agree with Sid Swinburne - when I retired three years
ago I expected to have time for lots of things - but seem to be busier than ever.
Heaven knows how I ever found time to work!

I am afraid I disagree strongly with Mr.Palfrey's letter - to take up some of
his points:

"Firing into the Brown" - I like, these interesting little paragraphs and snip
pets e.g. the reference to the French Wars of Religion in the current Newsletter.
"And heaven bless our sovereign Lord King Henry of Navarre."

Correspondence is generally interesting. Its nice to knov what other people are
thinking, even if we don't agree. And interesting subjects emerge like the Science
Fiction and Tolkien campaigns, and the Individual Western Gun Fight rules. As for
details of activities or possessions, we may not be "acquainted with other subscrib
ers" but its nice to know their views, and to know of what they have acquired, or
their experience in playing games.

Must List - I see Mr. Palfrey favours and I agree with him that it is moat valu
able. Books - Mr. Palfrey speaks of "those of us with plenty of money" - but is he
not forgetting Public Libraries.

Finally, I don't agree with Mr.Palfrey's suggestions that the Newsletter should
try to compete with the "professional" magazines. Its great charm and value is that
it appeals to a wide range of readers by its personallapproaoh. Its yonr work, but
to many of us it is our magazine in a way that no professionally produced impersonal
work could be,"

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.
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Model Mililaire
71 barker road middlesbrough teessidt

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

MA I

M A 2 GREEK

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I UONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS
PILES.MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES . LABELS

MM 4 CHEQUY . LOZENGY. BARS . GYRONS

REBIMENTAL COLOURS [18151 SELF ADHESIVE

Rl I 1stGUARDS,1st 4th. 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT
Rl 2 2nd GUARDS. 3rd.14th. 27th, 40th and 52nd FOOT

R8.R 1.2 items 5p;Up to 5 items 8p.then 1p extra per item

ROMAN SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm ^p
12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

40P

30P

NOW AVAILABLE! Prussian Infantry 1815 Colours. 2/3; 2/4; 2/E Pruss.Gren.; 2/8; 2/9;
'— Lieb.Grens; 2/2; 2/5 plus blanks for completion as any regiment.

COMING! Russian colours then French.

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING

NEW " COLONIALS " IN 15mm FROM PETER LAINC

This exciting new series, the first items to be issued are listed below and are now
available, will cover the period of colonial wars at the and of the 19th century.
Future issues will include* Maxim gun cart, Fiald artillery with limber and horses,
camel corps, Indian army, and further tribesmen etc

F601 British infantry marching 4p
F602 Highlander aarohing 4p
F603 British infantry advancing 4p
F6O4 Highlander advancing 4p
F605 Officer marching, with revolver 4p
F606 Bagpiper marching 4p
F607 British infantry firing, standing 4p
F6O8 Highlander firing, standing 4p
F6O9 British officer standing 4p
F610 Boer firing, standing 4p
F611 Boer firing, lying 4p
F612 Jihadia rifleman (Dervish) 4p
F613 Hadendowah (Dervish, Fuzzy Wuzzy) 4p

F614 Pathan tribesman firing, standing 4p
F0I5 Pathan tribesman on guard 4p
F616 Zulu marching 4p
M601 British lancor charging 8p
1(602 British cavalry, horse wail-ting 8p
A601 2.5" R.M.L. Mountain gun

(3 part kit) 12p
A602 British gunner kneeling,

with rammer 4p
A603 British gunner kneeling 4p
A6O4 British gunner knealing,

with field glas3«3 4p
A605 Heliographer 4p

Send long S.A.E. for a full list of other ranges; Marlburian, Feudal, A.W.I. Ancients
and E.C.W. and sample figure, (state preference).
PETER LAING, 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, 30'JTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 OUB.
Post & Package extra. Orders up to £l-12pi £2-14p» £3-l6pi £4-l8p« over £5 free.

(Tel. O892-299H)
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HOUSES T" '.v'ARGAMES

by

pj.-t'T woaldesbrourh

Working oui satisfactory rule:-: for louses is
one of the nc awkward things .'.bout wargaming. It
is difficult to find & balanc- between vory simple r-i^
rules which do no-, ,-iv bhem enough iitportar.ee and
very complicated rules which hole! up the whole game.^
In this article I will aiscuss then in the context
of our Napoleonic game for 20ram figures, in which
consider 5 figure:; in single line to represent a
joapany in 5-daep lino, thus giving approximate
scales of 1 inch = 11 yards and 1 figure - 20 men.

The- first thin,- is to consider what a house (with its surrounding vaTls^ or TTedger.,
if -in;.-) r • •.- . cl< arly more than one house unless it is a very large one,
Perhaps the best way is to think of it as a smell built-up area. Thus a small house
with it:; vails or hedges can represent a fcrra with its outhouses or part of a village
with it.1- gardens. The important thing 1:; l.o have the right proportion between the
ecstuel house-area and bhe total enclosed siva. This should give the right effect ir?
translating any built-up a: en from the map on to the table. Once a house ir, .^et on
the table, of courss, It is simrly Lreated -i one house. It would be far too complica
ted to try l.n breat :• \ as several.

The next quectioi. is the nature of <h. house itself, Jt. seems sufficient to say
that it has either one or two i! iray< and Ls built either oi' stone or of wood or half
timber. But how meny doors or windows h«s it? Bather than lock at the particular
house concerned it seems butter to say bhat there is en entrance point for one figure
for eaoh inoh of house wall. Remembering the scales mentioned above, this is the
equivalent cf saying thai • men tit a time cum g< < through the doors r.nd windows of an
11-yerd stretch of ' u well. Thj jives a rule thst infantry can only enter (.-.r
leave) hou:• he centre of he wall concerned in a column of the width of
one figure per inch of mrall. Of course froops suitably place can enter through more
than one wail a*, a time. !:; moi I be scrambling through windows, such en
trance or exit moves should be reduced in tl-e same v/ay as moves crossing a wall«

To move up or 3own one atorej ahould take one move or a suitable fraction of one
mo e. Once broop3 have oterUh] «ntering a particular storey it should take a similar

o m:m any o! its walls, After that it saves arguments to ..ay thot troops in any
storey car be manning any of its walls, but it is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that a record should be kept (for the umpire or your opponent) of which walls they are
manning.

The fire effect of men firing from windows only can be calculated at a rate of
one figure per inch of wall. One figure in the open represents the fire effect of two
ranks of 6 men (dipcounting the third rank), but it is fair to argue that one figure
in a house represents the fire efCect of 6 men at window* who change places with men
behind them as each loads. The '.rouble with this rule is that the fire effect of a

wall may no' add ..p to th minimum of cne volley. The only way round this seems to be
to allow such walls to fire only every second move, but double their fire effect.

This leaCs on to the question of fortification of houses. Tiiis seems to have
two aspects. The fi'-st is the Strengthening of the doors and the blocking of the
windows (leaving firing spaces, of course). The second is the making of loopholes.
Fortification in the first ?ense should lake s suitable length of time and require a

suitable minimum number cf figures for the length of wall involved. Loophcling of
wooden or half-timber vails should probably take about the same time as fortification,
but loopholing of stone walls should take much longer. Once a wall has been loopholed
it would seem reasonable to double its fire ''.feet to one figure per half inch (pro
viding, of course, that e sufficient number of figures are manning it).

Firing from houses should only be allowed at a narrower angle than in the open -
perhaps 20 .(A manual of Napoleonic times says that infantry in close order in"the
open nar.not fire effectively at a wider angle than that.) Small-arms fire against
troops in houses should only be :• Ilowed in the case of unfortified houses. It should
also only be allowed during moves when the defenders themselves fire, as they would
only expose themselves at windows when firing. Our own rules only allow light in-
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fan try and rifles to fire op troops in houses and make the effect rather less thaft
against skirmishers in the open.

Bveryone -/ill have their own ideas Hbout Jhe effect of artillery fire on houses,
particularly about starting and putting out fires.. Apart from the possibility ot
setting them on fire, we do hot allow artillery fire to reduce the defensibilxty of
houses except by killing some of the defenders, nut it might be n idea to allow a
minimum number of effective hits to nullify the effects of fortification. As far as
fire is concerned, the one thing that is certain is that individual defenders could
not fight fires and the enemy at the same time.

It is very difficult to work'out reasonable melee rules for attacks on houses.
The following are suggested on the basic of the scales mentioned above. Infantry
attacking a house should melee in the normal way, but only one figure on each side
should be regarde:: as La contact for each inch of wall attacked. Attacker:, failing
to break in should be allowed to continue to melee up to a maximum of three moves be
fore being compelled to retire. (To my mind this is the on!y type of infantry melee
which should ever last for more than one move). In such 'break-in' melons the -je
ers should have a weighting - a larger one if the house is fortified - but no prison
ers should be token by either side. If the attackers succeed in breaking in, two
figures should be moved in Tor each inch of wall Bttecked. (This is an averaging
figure - of course they would break in at some points and not at others). A decisive
melee should then be fought, all the attacking figures inside the house being con
sidered as In contact. If the defenders lose, any who cannot get out of the house Ln
the next move (including any cut off in an upper storey) should surrender. In all
melees for houses only a small maximum weighting should be allowed for superior num
bers, as it is the fighting qualities of individuals that count no. t. Of course
attackers should always be able to enter through undefended unfortified walls, whetht
during a melee or n• ,

To sum ur., it seems to me that most rules tend to giv h u the wrong r;ort of^
importance in two ways. On the one h.- nI they maki it Loo assy to move into c out
them quickly in large numbers and give 'hem too great a fire effect. On the other
hand they dc not make it hard enough to sto-m them, particularly if they are forti-
'fied.

fel HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFiELD, HD7 3NX, ENGLAND

lot o! enjoyment for you all!RORKE'S DRIFT PERIOD BC29 gju Ch.rf.
BC24 British Inf. Standing Firing. vnvnwrl staDDlng
BC25 British Inf. Kneeling Firing. AV1 Baresark with sword and axe.
BC26 British Inf. Advancing. "v' S' " ..

K WLiSfvS?*' AV3 Mailed Swordsman.
To our American friends wc say watch out for us. we're coming over there in a big way!" Support our agents
below and be around when it happens.

Miniature Figurine. USA. Inc.. ^S rSyn'strett. Suite 1.
DMl Texas 75219 Nor,h Hollywood. California 916060,
On sale now at your local stockist -or direc, ,. any difficulty is experienced ^o^aini^g suppHcs^ ^ ^ +^
Illustrated catalogue 35p.



THE AYALON HILL GAME DTJNKERQUE

A review by Ian Foley

Overall Impression:

The game breaks away from traditional systems
set up by Avalon Hill and presents some new and re
freshing ideas. As in the later Avalon Hill games
various scenaries are presented which lend interest
and variation such as the Allied counter-attack at
Arras and the German stop-line order. The game is
definitely for the aficionado and not the beginner.

Rules and Playing:

The rules in places are complicated and could
the land forces the use of fractions detracts from
system of integers and addition could be used in as
especially in the stacking of combat units which ha
with each move.

be simplified. In the rules for
the swift resolution of combat. A
sessing victory conditions and
ve to be constantly re-calculated

The play procedure, in which many factors have to be borne in mind, is somewhat
involved and does not enhance playability of the game overall. Certain paradoxes in
rules need to be resolved such as movement thru swamp hexes.- The rules state there
is a loss of 3 factors and swamps cannot be traversed by motorised units. Now if
only non motorised infantry units can move in swamps and their movement factor is 3
then obviously very little progress can be made. However, on studying the board,
swamp hexes total only four and are never more than two deep at the most, and as
there is no limitation on moving on or off swamp hex, units are only obliged to stop
when reaching a swamp hex and can move off and round it at the next turn.

The resolution of combat between land forces is based on the Defence Position
Cards and Hold counters which are placed on top of or underneath combat units. This
is an excellent concept in that it allows the player to determine what degree of
attack or defence he desires while still allowing for an element of chance. If there
are several units with holds that are stacked on the same hex, movement and manipula
tion of combat units can become rather cumbersome. In addition the rules governing
holds and movement are somewhat anomalous. A full strength is reduced to a half
strength unit as soon as it acquires four holds and while it was acquiring those holds
thru combat its movement rate was reduced by up to 4 movement factors for armoured
units. As soon as it becomes a half strength unit its movement rate returns to the
original movement rate or the full'strength unit before it acquired the holds.

Some convention must be agreed upon as to how holds are to be handled, whether
to place them above or below combat units.

It is difficult to see the value of Block units other than slowing down enemy
forces. Valuable units were split up and used in this way but did little to help the
allied player. Perhaps the rules do not emphasise the full value of Block units.

The rules governing the use of air forces and resolution of combat are very
playable and enjoyable. Some interesting situations arise especially when fighters
can find themselves with a difficult task of opposing enemy fighters or the satisfy
ing task of destroying enemy bombers.

There does seem to be a decidedly unfair advantage in favour of the allied player
in deciding the combat odds especially where the allied player decides to use his
full air force potential. There is also some confusion in deciding combat odds. The
rules do not state specifically whether to round up or down. For example does 9 to
5 factors resolve to 2 to 1, or 1 to 1? Although not stated in the rules presumably
the side with the greater number of combat factors is the attacker.

The presentation of the game is good although it is not easy to find a specific
rule on the back of other rules.

To sum up the game is interesting and absorbing. It requires considerable con
centration. But unfortunately it is somewhat slow in playing except with experienced
players which detracts considerably from its playability.
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MUST

LIST
Todays wargamers, uatiat-

ed with a vast choice of model

soldiers, will never know the

exquisite pleasure that we old
timers achieved from Jack

Scruby's annual catalogue and
general service to the wargam
ing fraternity. Apart from
hard-to-find Swedish African

Engineer 30mm painted figures
and the 30mm plastics of R.W. j
Spencer-Smith, Scruby military
miniatures were the only war-
games figures available in the
world at that time and dis
covering them simultaneously
probably prevented me from
going out of the hobby because
I had reached a point where,
unless I made moulds and cast

my own figures, I had no way
of adding to my small wargames
armies. Of course, Jack
Scruby's range has consider
ably increased since those
days, being re-designed on
innumerable occasions and now

offersa vast range of full-
round, three dimensional,
metal model soldiers made of
the finest available alloy in
the following scales - N gauge
(roughly £" tall); 20mm scale
or HO gauge (£" tall); 25mm
scale ($-" tall not counting
the stand or the headgear);
30mm scale (approximately 1 5/l6th"). I am very much a 30mm figure man and I can get
a kick out of even reading about them whereas figures in other scales tend to leave
me cold so that this catalogue with its listing of 30mm Napoleonic figures of France,
Britain, Bavaria, Austria, Russia, Sweden, Prussia, the Rhinebund Contingent, Olden
burg, Denmark, Wurtemberg, Brunswick, Poland, Hesse Darmstadt, Spain and Portu.-al
then the American Civil War and the American Revolution; soldiers of the
African Wars including native warriors, Askari's, Indian Native Troops, Germans of
South-West Africa, French Foreign Legion, Zulus and Dervishes, to say nothing of the
British who opposed them,all bring a queer little tremble to my spine!

Of course, to be fashionable one has to be 25mm so Jack offers Mediaeval, Seven
Years War, American Revolution, Napoleonic Wars (with about the same range as for
30mm), Mexican War of 1847. American Civil War, Franco-Prussian War, Zulu War, North
west Frontier and the River War in the Sudan. For those who started off with the 20mm
figures and have been a bit left behind by the bigger 25's Jack offers armies of
Ancient times such aa Egypt, Assyria, Persia, Carthage, Byzantines, Crusaders, then
the full range of the Napoleonic Wars plus World War II which are Holgaf Eriksson
originals,-, originally i manufactured under the trade name of "Authenticast".

No one can ever accuse Jack Scruby of standing still and his latest N gauge or
9mm figures are apparently going great guns in America. He can offer a full range of
Napoleonic figures, the American Civil War, Ancients, soldiers of the African Wars,
the 16th Century, the Seven Years War and the American Revolution. In addition Jack
puts out a fine line of small wargames ships for the Civil War and sailing ship models
of the early 1800 period suitable for Napoleonic, American Revolution and 1812 war-
games. Jack's catalogue can be obtained from P.O.Box 3125 Viaalia, California 93277,
U.S.A. and costs #2.00 and its worth every penny of it!

rT^R
THE SOLDIER FACTORY is the plant
where Scruby Miniatures are manu
factured, and here are some photos
of the people responsible for
casting them....

Top Le f t - Ja<
and designer.

k Scruby,

Top Right - Mike Frank, in.
charge of all production.

Center Left - Judy McCarty, i
charge of N-gauge models and
Gift Shop items. Also head

Bottom Left: And here1 is whal

the end produict of the Soldier

Factory is... .tin soldi ors for

fightim3 war games! Photo
shows J.ick an d Mike in a hot

Napoleonic (N-gauge) g<imc that

goes on every day at liinch.
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During the last year I
have been lucky enough to
have the opportunity of amb
ling round the Continent of
Europe on various holidays
and expeditions to battle
fields, castles and museums
etc. These trips have taken
me to Brussels, Paris, Madrid,
Lisbon and smaller towns in

Brittany, the Loire Valley
and Normandy. Of course,
much time has been taken up
by main street and back alley
searches for shops that sell
model soldiers and I regret
to say that in most cases my
efforts have proved fruitless.
It seems as though the youth
of Europe have resolutely
turned their faces against
the fashionable wargaming
hobby which is sweeping Great
Britain and America! However
a brief oasis in this desert

was found in St Halo where a

rather large toyshop produced
a very good range of Starlux
30mm figures but unfortunate
ly they were World War II
Germans, French, and Foreign
Legion, Paras of more recent
times. These beautifully de
tailed little plastic figures
are already painted and sell
for about 7a/8p each. Starlux
also produce beautiful 54mm (?)
Napoleonic figures and it may
well be that both scales can

be obtained from their English
agents whom I believe to be
Beatties of Holborn, London.
In the same shop I saw a set
of 6 superb 70mm German made
ELASTOLIN l6th/l7th century
Turks. Those who are famil

iar with Elastolin figures
will be well aware of the depth of colour and the fantastic definition which marks
them as high-class plastic figures so that they will forgive me for succumbing and
buying all six at about 65p each - my excuse was that they would make wonderful
warriors for Individual Skirmish games. I am now looking around for some opponents,
probably they will be the Elastolin Landsknechtes which I believe can be obtained
from Hamley's in London (so probably.can my Turks and at a cheaper price!). Inciden
tally, the Turks include two Janissaries - an officer with a scimitar and pistol and
a man with a musket and four turbaned Turks with shields, bow and arrow, pike, musket
and sword.

On page 17 of the August Newsletter I credited SKTTREX/'turning out a new 1x300
scale set of tanks and military vehicles. I have been asked by both SKYTREX and
Leicester Micro Models Limited to correct this statement by saying that the actual
manufacturers are Leicester Micro Models and that Skytrex are stockists. In fact,
both organisations have been so stimulated that they have sent along the advertise
ments which appear in this issue. Skytrex claim to be Britain's largest stockist of
Micro-armour and hold large stocks of this increasingly popular scale. They tell ae
that the following models are due for release in the next two months:-

9cm& D«pt. WN/«7

28 Church Street -Wymeswold- Leicestershire

MICRO-TANKS-1/300 SCALE
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Churchill Tank
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WARGAMES RULES

LAND BATTLES

100OBC lo 1000 AD IW.R.G )
Warsol iho Roses • Medieval (Dec-Usei)

Napoleonic (L.»J.J
Napoleonic Rules (B'isioI)

H50 - 1B50 Warfare (W.R.G |
American Civil War (L.W.S.)
Western Gunflght (Gnttol)

World Bar II - Part 1 Armour (0'ittol)

NAVAL BATTLES

Grec* N.ival Warf.uo (L

Napoleonic Naval (Nlvi

Russian

KV1 Tank

134/76 !m>

T14.-8S Tank

KV2 Tank

SU 76 AlUllll Cm

K.tuska Rocket L

RUTNCH

ComiM Cf
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BRITAIN. Scammel Breakdown Crane: Vickers light tank:
RUSSIAN: BT 7 tank: BA-10M Armoured Car: JS-II tank:

Carrier A9 tank.
STJ-152 Self-propelled

gun.

Marder III pak 76.2(r).GERMAN: Daimler Benz 3000L truck: Nebelwerfer;
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FRENCH: Char Bl tank.

AMERICAN: MACK 6x6 truck: 155mm Field gun: M8 Armoured car.

Leicester Micro Models Limited (5 Goss Barton, Nailsea, Bristol) have a very full
list of 1:300 scale lead alloy models of World W8r II armoured fighting vehicles which
includes British; German; Russian; American and Italian vehicles besides riflemen,
machine gun and bazooka teams and mortars and crews. Many of their tanks have rotat
ing turrets and it is also possible to obtain Centurions, Chieftains, Leopards and
Scammel Tank Transporters besides landing craft tanks and AMX 30. Their latest addi
tions are the Opel Maultier, truck and kubelwagen together with the American 155mm
Howitzer and the Mack 6x6 truck. They can also supply Micro Ships to the scale of
1:4800 for both World War I and World War II. Then they have a fine line in 1:300
scale Micro Mediaeval figures with infantry in strips of 5 including knights, spear
men, crossbowmen, archers and peasants and mounted figures in strips of 3 of knights
of the 14th and 15th centuries and the Light Cavalry. Also they do a most interesting
line in siege equipment which includes a scaling ladder, a ballista, ram all with
crews and a Sow (shelter for the ram), 15th century heavy siege cannon, mantlets,
trebuchet and siege tower and later, although delayed by production difficulties, they
will sell accurately detailed models of Mediaeval fortifications in this scale. Their
prices are very reasonable - the Micro tanks are 7p each; the Super Micro tanks 13p
each; Micro ships 7p each; Micro Mediaeval figures 8p each; siege machines 15-25P
each. They also list printed Infantry Cards at 6p each which they say are equivalent
to 140 1:300 scale figureB and plastic 1:300 scale Micro Terrain in modules of 9" x
9" in sheets of 6 at 60p. All very exciting and symbolic of the new mini-miniature
trend which is fast coming into the hobby.

Peter Laing has launched out into yet another series, this time it i3 Colonials.
He has started with 23 models and has more than that number modelled and even more in
planning. Peter envisages the time when a wargamer can make up a battalion and be
able to fight four different types of action with North-West Frontier, Zulus, Dervish
and Boers or in 15mm scale. I have seen these figures and find them most impressive,
particularly the Highlanders which even includes a bagpiper! The Dervishes and the
Boers also impress me and there is even a heliograph figure! If you have got the
eyesight t6 paiJtt-iShSSeufigures then I imagine there is a vast new scope of wargaming
opened up to you because, on an average size table, it will be possible to portray
some really stimulating Colonial affrays.

Recently I saw a mention in a popular modelling magazine of a set of water based
paints marketed at 82p by Model Products Ltd of Long Street, Easingwold, York, so I
wrote to them for details. By return back came a sample set of the five basic colours
of black, red, yellow, blue and white packed in generous quantities in very convenient
plastic containers. I have not yet had a chance to test these paints but will do so
as soon as possible and will further report on them. I have always been of the opin
ion that m8tt painted figures look best but much of my stuff is gloss because it is
so much more durable under the constant handling that wargames figures get. However,
I have been spraying all my gloss figures with a clear matt varnish which has greatly
improved their appearance and indicates that figures painted in matt and similarly
sprayed will stand all the handling whilst retaining their attractive appearance.

Enclosed with last month's Newsletter was a leaflet advertising a new publica
tion "AFTER THE BATTLE" magazine put out by Battle of Britain Prints International
Ltd., 3 New Plaistow Road, Stratford, London E.15, at 50p. The first volume deals
with Normandy and is packed with photographs taken on D-Day and afterwards with a
comparison picture taken in 1973 at the same place. I read this magazine on the day
after I had returned from Normandy at the end of August so that I can vouch for its
authenticity, interest and real appeal. The magazine contains details of the airborne
landings and actions at the main points along the different beaches and sectors. Much
of Normandy has changed and in some areas there is little trace of the devastations
of 1944 but in other parts such as Omaha and Utah beaches everything is very much as
it was and many sightB remain to be seen virtually as they were in 1944- There is a
most interesting illustrated chapter on the village of St. Mere Eglise which will be
remembered as the place so graphically portrayed in the film "The Longest Day" where
the paratroopers were taught:im the trees and one hung from the church steeple. A
couple of weeks ago wargamers Chris Scott, Roger Snell, Chris Bettington and myself
stood in this very square (in fact we spent all our remaining francs on wine in a
wine shop opposite the church) and then on the following day I opened this magazine
to find photographs of the very places where we had walked on the previous afternoon.
There is a very good museum there also as there is at Arromanches, Utah Beach and
Carentan.
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Here is some information for board wargamers, culled from John Mansfield's pub
lication SIGNAL (obtainable at 10 issues for a pound from John Mansfield at P.O.Box
830, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden-Baden 1, West Germany). John gives a play-report on two
new games - KASSERINE PASS obtainable from Conflict Games, P.O.Box 2071, West
Lafayette, IN, 47906, U.S.A., which Jack says is "beyond a doubt the best endeavour
of the Conflict people to date. The price is high but you are getting your money's
worth and I would not hesitate to recommend the game." Seemingly this game has some
interesting practical points in that the board is a colourful rubberised paper and it
deals with the American action in Tunisia during the early days of the Allied landing.
The second game is called RED STAR/WHITE STAR and is available at $J from Simulations
Publications Inc., 44 East 23rd Street, New York City, New York, U.S.A. 10010. This
is a tactical level Russian versus United States and West Germany confrontation in
the 1970's and John highly recommends the game.

Still on boardgames, the Avalon Hill General (now offering a 2 for 1 subscrip
tion at #2.50 for 6 issues - write Avalon Hill, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD
21214, U.S.A.) are using their September-October edition to print an entire game
called L3YTE GULF which is actually a variant of MIDWAY but a whole new game in more
ways than one.

Just arrived is the latest Airfix HO/00 scale construction kit for the Matilda
tank. This famous British AFV was largely responsible for the incredible successes
of Wavell in the early days of the Western Desert campaign. Although I have not made
the kit it seems to me to be very thoroughly researched and should provide a very
much needed and exciting model for those fighting World War II battles. It haB come
just in time to match in with my soon-to-be-miblished book "TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE
- TH:" WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN" (Patrick Stephens).

Miniature Figurines have put out a massive 25mm scale war elephant complete with
fighting carriage in a kit of parts for 75P in addition to a large number of new 25mm
Napoleonics, some Vikings and an interesting little German World War II BMW motor
cycle and sidecar in their 5mm range. Their Ancient series includes mounted Roman
troops and archers 5 foot or 3 mounted figures to a strip. I have not heard much
from Neville Dickinson lately, largely because of holidays etc., but I am perfectly
certain that the building is humming with activity as always.

Micro-Mold Plastics in their Arntec Series have turned out some vacuum-formed
conversion kits to convert the Airfix Lee and Sherman Tank kits to produce the M3A1
cast hull Lee or the M4A1 cast hull Sherman. These kits are available at 25p each.

The Fleetline Model Company of Gosport, Hampshire, are turning out a good series
of small scale die cast warship models in 1:1200 scale. Among their newest items is
a kit for the Attacker Class Fleet Escort Carrier H.M.S. "Pursuer" which builds up
into an attractive 127mm long model for which little aircraft in the same scale are
available. Like other Fleetline models it comes complete with a brief description
of the vessel and constructional advice.

I like to feel that the commercial concerns I recommend in this feature are
people of principle and it seems that subscriber John Nicholls feels the same as he
writes:- "I heard a retailer remark the other day that '25mm figures are too cheap
and there is not enough profit margin "in them'. The gentleman in question was reply
ing to discussion about Miniature Figurines. I have always felt that although
Neville is in the business to make money, his prices do reflect a moderation and a
value for money rather than "lets charge as much as the customer is willing to pay."
Modern business methods play up the importance of profit and old fashion service to
the customer seems to be an also-ran in the race of life."

In the March and April editions of the Newsletter there was a brief advert for
a postal game called NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION, played using a computer but with relatively
simple rules. The object is to destroy the eleven other countries with missiles
while still preserving your own country with anti-ballistic missiles. It is run by
Chris Harvey who puts out "Overkill" a Newsletter which keeps in touch with all
players and is produced in a light-hearted friendly manner, in which he answers
queries, comments and carries press releases. These press releases are isaued by
the players themselves and occasionally outline defence pact3 or alliances but more
often are nothing to do with the game! Before and throughout the war, it is possible
to send messages to other players, threatening or otherwise, this can be called the
"diplomatic front". If you are interested in such a game and would like to be put on
the waiting list for Game 3 write to C.Harvey, 30 Gorway Road, Walsall, Staffs and
sen* £1.20p.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

y. II'1: 11" ;l ii <c II: il t :ii<(»: u.n
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telephone 01-734 1352

Wo aro tho makers ol the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Mado in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Largo selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most other leading makes ol metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection ol
'Britains', 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.
'Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
tho military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, unilorms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our show ; is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon.. Tues.. Wad. and Fil. 9-B
Thursday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

If you are unablo to

5
•Tradition' book ol Modal Soldiers - It.65 Ipost Irae)

the following catalogues aro I
list - 20p
list - 35p

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODDRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlmgham 723708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request.

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

odd soldicOn 1st March. TRADITION. London's leading dealers in militaria
Our stall, wargamcrs themselves, arc always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of warganting items from the leading maniifaclii
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.S and equipment by:

IIINCIII.IFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI. etc.

Rules by:
W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:
DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLESGRANT, TERRY WISE.BRIGADIERPETER YOUNG, AI.MARK.

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by!
BEI.LONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, IIUMBROL, etc.

MAIL ORDI1KS

We revet we Lre unable to accept mail orders lor under £3;0O

Please aid 10V. lor poltaie on nil mall Orders.

rs. moved into WARGAMING.

isted below, we also stock many
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Books

AIRFIX MAGAZINE A.'iNUAL FOR MODELLERS Number 3 (Edited by Bruce Quarrie. 96
pagesj 9^" x 7i"; 162 photographs; 135 line drawings. Patrick Stephens Limited -
£1.25p).

Still at the same price as the first annual published in 1971 this colourful
volume is packed with modelling details ranging from aircraft to soldiers. Military
modellers have articles on basic armoured fighting vehicle modelling, building 1:32
scale Humber scout car, making a personality figure of Lord Cardigan at Balaclava,
building a French trench gun team and, highly recommended, making a model of Hougo-
raont by Terence Wise. This article alone is worth the value of the book!

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Volume I 1921-1922. (9§"
x 6-k"; numerous line drawings and photographs. Arms and Armour Press - £4«20p).

This is an exact reprint of the very first volumes of the Journal of the Society
for Army Historical Research which was formed in 1921 and,because military history is
ageless, it does not appear dated in any sense. Rather, whilst turning over its
pages I came across at least half a dozen items which fitted in completely with a
current line of thought or research. The possibilities covered by the reprinting of
long out-of-print volumes is most exciting .and enterprising publishers should be
supported and encouraged to pursue this most promising project.

KING GEORGE'S ARMY 1775-1783 by Philip R.N.Katcher. (9t" x 64-"5 160 pages; 25
pages; '40 line drawings. Osprey Publishing Limited - £2.45p).

This is a handbook of British, American and German regiments - in fact every
major unit serving in Britain's Army during the critical years 1775-1783 with emphasis
on those serving on the American Continent during the Revolutionary -War. The author
makes the point that at this time Great Britain was simultaneously fighting on every
Continent of the world in defence of her Empire and in this book he presents the sit
uation most comprehensively. Innumerating each regiment separately whether they be
in Britain, America, West Indies, the Mediterranean, India or Africa, the author
lists the unit's history, names its officers and describes its uniform. The British
Army in America also includes the "Provincial" units of Americans loyal to the Crown
who fought under the British flag and also the detachments of mercenaries from various
German States are listed by units. This'last is most valuable and generally elusive
to find. Thi3 book merits being considered a standard reference to the military
history of the period and will be most helpful to wargamers refighting the American
Revolution whose bi-centenary occurs in 1976.

AMERICAN WAR MEDALS AND DECORATIONS by Evans E. Kerrigan. (9?" x 6j"; 173 pages;
4 full-page coloured plates and innumerable illustrations. Leo Cooper Ltd - £3.15?)'

This is a British publication of a standard American book on their war medals and
decorations and whilst it is essentially a book for collectors, I found that it read
most interestedly when citing examples of the deeds that won the medals. I was parti
cularly fascinated' to read on page 15, the deeds that won the late film star Audie
Murphy, .the Distinguished Service Cross and the Med8l of Honour, three Silver Stars,
a Legion of Merit, a Bronze Star, three Purple Hearts, the Legion of Honour and the
Croix de Guerre by a series of exploits that surpassed anything he did on the screen!

MECHANICAL TRACTION IN WAR by Lieut.-Colonel Otfried Layriz. (l0£" x 6£"; 102
pages; 46 illustrations. David and Charles - £3.95p).

This is a -reprint of a book written by a German army officer and first published
in 1900 which analyses the use of mechanical road traction in war up to that date and
considers its probable role in the future. Rather more technical than the wargaaer
might require, the book includes details of actual service conditions during the
Franco-Prussian War, the Russo-Turkish campaign and the South African War where the
first armoured mechanical vehicles were tried. With hindsight, it is interesting to
note how easily a clear mind could have produced the tank many years before it made
its first impact in 1916/17.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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m Leicester Micro Models Ltd

5 Goss Barton,

MICRO TANKS 1/300 Scale Lead

BRITISH

Crusader Tank
Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank
Churchill Tank
Crocodile Flame Trailer
Humber Armoured Car II
15 Cwt. Truck
3 Ton Truck
25 pdr. gun firing
25 pdr. limbered
6 pdr. firing
2 pdr. firing
Bren Carrier
Quad Truck
Cromwell
Bishop
Bofor8 Quad
Daimler A/C
Marmon Herrington A/C
Archer SP 17 pd.
17 pdr. gun firing
Vickers Light Tank
A.9 Cruiser
Bedford Bowser

RUSSIAN

KV.l Tank
T 34/76 Tank
SU 65 Assault gun
ISU 122 Assault gun
J.S. Ill Stalin Tank
T 34/85 Tank
Gaz-Truck
Katyuska Rocket Launcher

AMERICAN

Grant Tank
Sherman Tank
Stuart Tank
M3 half track
i Ton Jeep
Chevrolet LRDG truck
M 10 Tank Destroer
Sherman 'Firefly'
M 18 Hellcat
White Armoured Car
D.U.K.W.
155 mm Howitzer
Mack 6x6 Truck

Nailsea, BRISTOL

Alloy Models of World War II A.F.V's
GERMAN

Pz.kpfw I Tank
Pz.kpfw II Tank
Pz.kpfw III Tank
Pz.kpfw IV Tank
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Panther Tank
Stug. Ill Assault Gun
Pz.kpfw I 4.7 cm Pak (t)
Sd.kfz 7 (86 Tractor)
Sd.kfz 251 - -J" track
Sd.kfz 232 armoured car
Sd.kfz 234 Puma
Field car
6.6 cm. Flak firing
5.0 cm. Pak 36 firing
Jagdtiger
Elephant
Jagdpanther
Limbered 66
PzFH WESPE 105 mm SP
Nashorn SP 66 A/T
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel 150 mm SP
Marder III
Sd.kfz 222 A/C
Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Motor cycle comb.
Opel Maultier
Kubelwagen
Opel Truck

Italian

M 13/40 Tank
Semovente 75/16
Autoblinda A/C

INFANTRY

Riflemen

Machine gun teams
Bazooka teams
Mortar and crew

SUPER MICRO TANKS 1/300 SCALE - TURRETS ROTATE '.'. '
Centurion -- Chieftain - Leopard - Scammel Tank Transporter
Assault Landing Craft - AMX 30 - Landing Craft Tank

Micro Tanks — 7p Super Micro Tanks — 13p



LOOKING
AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - September 1973. Contains well illustrated articles on modelling
the Matilda tank; using an airbrush; French and Belgian houses for wargames; 54mm
conversions; 8th Army infantry in the desert (wargaming and modelling); Renaissance
Warfare by George Gush; a great deal on military aircraft plus reviews of tho latest
kits, books, etc., etc.

BATTLSFLSST - Vol. 6: No.11 - Magazine of the Naval.Wargames Society U.K. Contains
a pencil and paper game Wolf-Pack; a Napoleonic Naval Battle Report plus book and
model reviews, etc.

BROADSIDE - Vol. 3. This rival Naval Wargames magazine includes articles on Naval
aircraft in wargaming; German Naval guns in World War II; Modern Naval Wargame re
port; Battle plans and model review; plus lively correspondence sections, etc.
THE BULLETIN of the Military Historical Society - August 1973. Contains illustrative
History of the Westminster Dragoons; The Imperial Camel Brigade 1916-1918; plus other
features.

THE COURIER - Vol.5: No.2. This is the Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Associa
tion and has been called the American Wargamer's Newsletter! Contains articles on
troops of the Palatinate in the Seven Years War; The American Revolution; the campaign
at Chancellorsville using Scruby N gauge figures; A Wargames Analysis of Historical
Battles; Campaign rules for Ancients; Russian Heavy Foot Guards in the Napoleonic Wars
by Fred Vietmeyer plus reviews and other features.

GUIDON - No.4. The Scots Grays at Waterloo; The 7th Hussars and the Indian Mutiny;
Flat Figures; The Swiss Campaign of 1799; Plus book and figure reviews.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMSS SOCIETY CLUB MAGAZINE - No.5. Still going strong and con
taining well written articles on Easy Airfix Conversions; The Siege of Manchester 1642;
The Imperial Japanese Navy; Napoleonic Rules plus book reviews and lively correspon
dence etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - September 1973- Gets bigger and glossier every month! Contains
articles on scratch-building a Sherman Firefly; a special coloured section dealing
with the Samurai; Warfare in the age of Marlborough; Uniforms and Colours of the
Northumberland Fusiliers in 1913; a nice colour section showing model soldiers plus
extensive book reviews and the latest items from manufacturers all over the world.

MODEL BOATS - September 1973. Contains an article and plan on the Tirpitz.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - June 1973- I always enjoy this enthusiastic little magazine
which on this occasion contains articles on the Mahdists at Omdurman 1898; plus a
controversial article on Wargames Rules; figure and book reviews etc.

TANKBTTS - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine - August-September
1973. Packed with closely printed information calculated to greatly excite"armour
enthusiasts". Contains details of the AMX 13 Armoured Recovery Vehicle plus much on
the World War I German tank A7V with plans and photographs of numerous other vehicles
of all periods plus reviews of models, etc.

"From the Fighting Assessment Charts in your book "WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES" I
have derived the following assessments concerned with national types:-

+1.0 - Assyrian, Byzantines and Romans.
0.9 - Carthaginians and Macedonians.
0.8 - Huns.

0.7 - Greeks and Persians.
0.6 - Goth3.
0.5 - Cavalry Armies, Franks and any others.
0.4 - Egyptians.
0.3 - Britons end Gaul3.
0.2 - Germans.

0.1 - Summerians.

0 - Indiana.

This chart is entirely based on your figures and can be easily used with the
R.G.Rules."

Michael Wasilewsk, London Ancient Wargamea Club.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

After the 3uccesaof their Spring "Call to Arms", the Bristol and Area Branch
of the B.M.S.S. are holding a Model Soldier Show with Competitions, Exhibitions,
Trade Stands and a Demonstration Wargame, on Saturday, 20th October, 1973i from
11 a.m. to 6 p.m., at the T.A. Centre, Whiteladies Road, Bristol. Entrance fee 15p«
Refreshments will be available

ooOoo

Back numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter can be obtained for the months of Novem
ber 1968 and November; December 1972 then right through to September 1973. (Less
January). _

"' 00O00

Canadian and American postal Money Orders in dollars are not negotiable in
Great Britain and always have to be returned to the sender. A dollar cheque can be
negotiated but costs an additional 30 cents which should be added to its value.
STERLING postal Money Orders are ideal. Low value coins from America and Canada

cannot be accepted, nor can currency from countries other than America and Canada.

---00O00—-

Manchester Area Wargames Society, in association with SPI Ltd., will be stag
ing the first ever National Boardgames Convention some time next year. Boardgamea
are increasing in popularity up here as Malcolm Watson, the SPI agent, is a Club
member and never misses an opportunity to bring down a vast amount of stock to
meetings. Write to Chris Tofalos, 2 Almond Walk, Partington, Urmston, Manchester.

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once a month and dispatched, so
please be patient as your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

00O00

Wargaming is on the increase here in Johannesburg and we now meet every Tuesday
evening at the Model Hall at the Milner Park Show Grounds. During the winter months
we only meet every second week as the Hall is not heated and the concrete floor gets
rather cold. Write - Phil Van Wyk, 18 Nourse Street, Discovery, Transvaal, South
Africa.

00O00

"I am writing up some rules for 1700-1725 to go with several hundred of Les
Higgins' exquisite figures; I would enjoy hearing from others working on this era."

Jerry Hedges, 117 Richards Avenue, Roberts Mill Apts., Maple Shade, N.J. 08052,
U.S.A.

00O00

Sean McEvoy of 21 Marlborough Road, Hanworth, Mddx, TW13 5HN runs a school war-
games club and would like contacts with the clubs of other schools.

00O00---

MUST LIST - Continued from Page 23.

This morning I received a catalogue of Warrior Metal Miniatures (which can be
obtained from them at 5p.)« I had not realised just how comprehensive was their new
range of Napoleonic figures in oampaign dress and, as readers will recall, I have
recommended these little figures aa being unuBual. The range includes 19 British
and Allied infantry} 18 British and Allied cavalry; 13 types of French infantry} 36
types of French and Allied cavalry; 15 Prussian infantry and 9 types of cavalry; 18
types of Russian infantry and 15 cavalry; 16 types of Austrian infantry and 12
cavalry; 9 types of Spanish infantry and 12 cavalry with foot and horse gun crews
for the British, French, Prussian, Russian, Austrian and Spanish. Ray Seton recom
mends certain figures which can be painted up as soldiers of German States, as
Landwehr and as Irregular troops of the 17th century to the American Civil War. At
6p per foot figures and 15p for cavalry this range is well worth seeing.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc. W
25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and2 Horses perpack)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN/5 LineInfanlry Al the ready
BN/6 LineInfanlry Advancing
BN/7 Unc Infanlry Standing firing
BN/8 LineInfantry Kneeling ready
BN/9 Line Infanlry Officer
BN/I4 Light Infantry At the ready
BN/15 Light Infanlry Advancing
BN/16 Light Infantry Standing firing
BN/I7 LightInfantry Kneeling ready
BN/18 Light Infantry Officer
BN/19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN/20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN/21 Rifle Regiment Standing Firing
BN/22 Rifle Regiment Kneelingready
BN/23 Rifle Regiment Officer
BN/24 Kings German Legion Hussar mounted
BN/25 Light DragoonTrooper mounted
BN/26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN/27 Scots Greys Officer mounted
BN/28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
BN/29 Heavy Dragoons Trooper mounted

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF/1 Old Guard Grenadier At the
NF/2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
NF/3 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF/7 Middle/Young Guard Al the ready
NF/8 Middle/Young Guard Advancing >
NF/9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing NKI
NF/IO Imperial Guard Officer
NF/1 I Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
NF/12 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NF/13 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF/14 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grcnadier Al.the
NF/15 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadicr Advan
NF/16 Line Infantry Volligcur/Grcnadier Standing firing
NF/17 Line Infantry Officer
NF/21 Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carabinicr At the ready
NF/22 Light Infanlry Voltigcur/Cirabinicr Advancing
NF/23 Light Infanlry Voltigeur/Carabinicr Standing firing
NF/24 Ught infanlry Officer
NF/25 Fool Dragoon At the ready
NF/26 Foot Dragoon Advancing
NF/27 Fool Dragoon Standing firing
NF/28 Foot Dragoon Officer
NF/29 Lancer of ihc Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
NF/30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NF/31 Dragoon Officer mounted
NF/32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted,

NF/33 Cuirrassicr mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

»dy

cady

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)

BC/I
BC/2
BC/3
BC/4
BC/5

BC/6

BC/7

BC/8
BC/9

BC/10
BC/ll

BC/12
BC/13
BC/ll
BC/I5

BC/16

British Line Infantry At the ready
British Line Infantry Advancing
British Line Infantry Standing firing
British Line Infanlry Kneeling ready
British Line Infantry Officer
Highland Infantry At the ready
Highland Infantry Advancing
Highland Infantry Standing firing
Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
Highland Infantry Officer
British Lancer (Lance not supplied)
'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Advancing
Dervish Standing firing
Dervish Advancing
Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES

Foot figures 4 per pack)
2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hors >per pack)

ENGL1SH CIVIL WAR PERIOD

EP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Musketeer (Hal)
Musketeer (Helmet)
Cromwcllian Officer mounted

Royalist Officer mounted
EP/I I A Cromwellian Trooper mounted
EP/llll Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/I 2 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismounted
EP/I5 Dragoon mounted

•MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Standing
Grenadier Advancing
Grenadier. Advancing
Musketeer Loading
Musketeer Standing
Musketeer Standing firing
Musketeer Kneeling firing
Musketeer At the ready
Artillery crew
Dragoon mounted
Cavalryman mounted
General/Officer mounted
Grenadier mounted

EP/4
EP/5

EP/6
EP/9
EP/IO

MP/4

MP/7

MP/10
MP/11
MP/12

MP/13
MP/14
MP/20
MP/21
MP/22
MP/23
MP/24

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdrField Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/3 Saker (EnglishCivilWar)

A/4
A/5

9 pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
8 pdr F'rench Field gun (Napoleonic period)

Infantry packs •29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm'44p

U.K.Post & Packing
£r26 to £800 - -30pup to -50p -9p

•51pto£1-25 - -16p

Rates
!6 to £80

er £8-00- post free

HCatalogue
15p post paid (U.K.only)
50p post paid (Overseas
airmail)

The Square. Earls Barton. Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810612
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